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the decompiler was originally released as free software in 2010. it is a free alternative to dotpeek. i
am adding the source code to the public domain. that means that it is free software under the terms
of the mit license. if you want to decompile a binary file, there is already a version of thedecompiler
that is able to do so. it is available at> de decompiler pro exe a visual based disassembler for the
native intel x86 and amd x86-64 instruction sets. a java bytecode editor and reverse engineering

tool aimed at being intuitive to use. it can present bytecode through multiple decompilers (cfr,
fernflower, procyon) or in a table layout to allow displaying class elements that are indecipherable in

standard decompilers. recaf uses context-sensitive menus to interact with classes, methods, and
fields, allowing users to search for use cases, rename items, and edit definitions in a disassembled
format. there are many decompilers that can be used to disassemble software. thebest ones do a
better job at preserving the semantics of the originalsource code. if you are writing software, you
would probably want to useone of the decompilers that does this. for most applications, it is not
advisable to reverse-engineer code usingany decompiler. most of the time, the original code was

obfuscated, usinglibraries, compiler optimizations, inline assembly and the like. with theright
decompiler, you can obtain the original code, with no obfuscation. i'm not exactly sure how much

ilspy can decompile. if you aretargetting a microsoft compiler, ilspy is certainly a good choice. if you
aretargetting gcc, then i would use a decompiler that is specific to that compilerfirst. for example, if

you are targeting gcc, then i would use gdb.
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